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Activity on the beachhead front has mainly developed into a thing of the

night. While by day both the Allies and the enemy have employed limited air forces

and carried out artillery'concentrations it is by the light of the eastern moon that

firing is most brick and patrols most active.

The week began with an aggressive note by the Germans strong patrols making

their appearance all round the perimeter* They were backed by heavy artillery fire,

patrols continued active throughout the week and on three nights there have been

air raids on the water-front area.

The principal feature of the beachhead in the last few nights however has been

an increase in enemy shelling which has been stepped up considerably.

Shortly after two o’clock this morning I watched the skyline stabbed by gun flashes

while the whole district re-echoed with the roar of exploding shells. There is one

type of shell which crashes down to the waterfront that arrives like the rush of a

tube train and for fully a minute after the explosion the sound reverberates around

the battered buildings of the beach zone. Some of the shells always seem to land

in the American hospital area and yesterday there was another casualty among the staff

from shelling.

Across on the Pontine marshes sector the enemy shelling seems directed mainly at

scattered farmhouses and looking across to this low lying port from where lam now

writing I have counted as many os 125 shells land in half on hour. After that I gave

up counting.

While the Germans are doing extensive shelling and exhibiting no sign of ammunition

shortage,concentrations from our own guns are of still greater weight than that o f

the enemy and unlike the enemy they operate as much by day as at night.
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